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iHAve Been ABle to ConClusivelY doCument
from serial numbering press room records three instances of

overprinting of star and regular serial numbers on the same
sheets during the 12-subject small size note era.

this finding puts to rest speculation by astute serial number
afficionados as to whether this ever occurred during the early
small note era.  it nicely explains how peculiar notes, especially
some very low number notes, carry what appear to be plate posi-
tion letters from the wrong side of the sheet.

peter Huntoon, knowing my interest in serial number
ranges on early small size notes, photocopied several pages from
a serial number log he found at the Bureau of engraving and
printing Historical resource Center.  the records contained
dated press runs for regular notes, and a summary of monthly
deliveries of star notes.  unfortunately the serial numbers on the
star notes were not recorded, just the number of sheets printed.

in some instances the plate position letters were carefully
recorded next to the regular serial numbers, and in one case it
was specifically noted that stars were on the other side.

in the case where stars were specifically noted as printed on
the other side, the affected print run was the only one of its kind
for that type that month.  i then checked the monthly record of
star notes and discovered that there was an exact match in terms
of the total number printed.

the circumstance of this printing
was unambiguous, and nicely explains
why the plate letter assignments were so
carefully recorded.  they printed the star
notes alongside regular notes during this
particular press run.

Armed with this insight, i then
looked for other orders where:  (1) all
the notes from a given printing were
assigned to one side of the sheets and (2)
where such an assignment occurred only
once during a given month for a particu-
lar type note.  i then attempted to match
the sheet total for that special printing to an equal sheet count
for star notes of the same type printed that same month.
Table 1 lists the fruits of this painstaking search in the data

set available to me.  there were two additional unambiguous
hits.

Setting Up Numbering Jobs

the unit of accountability at the Bep is number of sheets,
not notes.  during the period i have been studying a “sheet”
means 12 notes, but not necessarily on the same piece of paper!

small note orders usually were listed as multiples of thou-
sands of sheets, and the range of serial numbers to be applied
was listed next to the sheet counts.

the standard practice was to simply divide the total by two
and assign the first half of the serial numbers to the A-f side of
the sheets, and the second half to the G-l side.  numbering of
the respective half sheets was consecutive down the sheet.

let’s say the order was for 3,000 sheets and the serial num-
bers were A00000001A-A00036000A.  the first sheet would
have the following plate letters and serial numbers:

A A00000001A G A00018001A
B A00000002A H A00018002A
C A00000003A i A00018003A
d A00000004A J A00018004A
e A00000005A K A00018005A
f A00000006A l A00018006A

the most interesting press run on Table 1 was the one for
$10 silver Certificates logging in August 28, 1934.  the total
number of sheets to be printed was 15,000 sheets of regular
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Figure 1.  The plate letter on this number 1 star note is G, the top note
on the right side of the sheet.  The expected plate position is A.  They
were printing regular notes on the left side of the sheets when this star
note was printed.  (Photo courtesy of National Numismatic Collection,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC)



notes and 3,000 sheets of stars, yielding 18,000 sheets total.
serials A01392001A-A01428000A were specifically ear-

marked for positions G-l.   the total number of serials involved
is 36,000 notes.  using the Bep unit of measure, this represents
3,000 12-subject sheet-equivalents.

the record also specified that 3,000 sheet-equivalents of
star notes were to be printed on positions A-f.

the total between the regular and star notes is now 6,000
sheet-equivalents.

the rest of the order was to be printed normally.  that is,
serials A01428001A-A01572000A, a total of 144,000 notes, were
to be split equally between the two sides of the sheets.  these
account for the final 12,000 sheets.

thus the first third of the order was printed with the stars
on the left and regular notes on the right.  the last two-thirds
was printed normally with the remaining regular notes split
between the two halves.

Serial Numbering Presses

i found documentation in the Bep correspondence files in
the national Archives that explains exactly how the 12-subject
serial numbering presses worked.  the following is distilled from
a november 18, 1933, letter that Bep director Alvin W. Hill
sent to then retired George u. rose, who formerly was superin-
tendent of the engraving division, and who had asked Hill how
the new numbering machines worked.

there are seventeen numbering, sealing and sepa-
rating presses in use in the bureau, each machine hav-
ing a capacity of 4200 sheets of twelve notes each per
hour.

each press is equipped with twenty-four number-
ing heads, which heads contain eight figure and two
letter wheels.

the presses are also equipped with twelve seals.
the sheet containing twelve notes is automatically

fed, registered, numbered, sealed, and separated into
twelve individual notes, which are collated in numeri-
cal sequence.

immediately after each sheet is numbered and

sealed, it is slit into two equal parts, containing six
notes each.  each half sheet is delivered to opposite
sides of the press, where it passes through five slitting
knives and is reduced to individual notes, which are
conveyed to the collator and delivered to the receiver,
who inspects and places them in packages of 100 notes
each.

incidentally, when they used the presses to number uncut
sheets, they simply removed the vertical slitter knife and disen-
gaged the horizontal knives.

Implication of these Findings

occasionally seemingly wrong plate letters appear on notes.
A great example is the plate letter G on the $5 series of 1934
new York B00000001* illustrated on Figure 1.

We now know how this happened.  on december 23, 1935,
an order for 2,000 sheet-equivalents of star notes (24,000 notes)
were numbered.  All were numbered on the right side of the
sheets on positions G through l.  they simultaneously printed
BA notes on the left halves.  undoubtedly the regular notes also
began with serial 1, so B00000001A landed on the A position as
expected.

serial number afficionados use census data to deduce the
size of print runs for popular type notes such as the various
Hawaii printings.  the scenario presented here illustrates that
these calculations should be undertaken with great care, especial-
ly if after deducing the size of a run the plate position letters
don’t jibe with those on observed notes from the run!  the prob-
lem may be dual regular/star printings in such cases!

Uncut Sheet Orders

treasury officials occasionally ordered small numbers of
uncut sheets of regular notes, usually at the startup of new series.
the numbering of the notes within the sheets progressed in
sequential order.  Consequently, the low numbers alternate back
and forth between the A-f and G-l plate positions, quite differ-
ently than the situation described in this article pertaining to
regular production runs. See Figure 2.
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Table 1.  Documented serial numbering press runs where regular and star serial numbers were printed on the same sheets.

Sheets Notes Positions A-F Positions G-L

$10 Silver Certificates Aug 28, 1934:a
Part 1 6,000 72,000 star serials not recorded A01392001A-A01428000A
Part 2 12,000 144,000 A01428001A-A01500000A A01500001A-A01572000A

$10 Silver Certificates Dec 10, 1936:
10,000 120,000 star serials not recorded A20616001A-A20676001A

$2 Legal Tender Notes Jan 17, 1936:
10,000 120,000 star serials not recorded B32544001A-B32604000A

a.  The order called for 3,000 sheet-equivalents of stars and 15,000 sheet-equivalents of regular notes, so the press run was
split into two parts to accommodate the large number of regular notes.
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Figure 2.  Sheet orders were handled differently than regular production runs in that the notes were numbered sequentially through all
twelve subjects.  Consequently the low serial numbers alternate back and forth through the A-F and G-L plate positions, instead of being
confined to one or the other side of the sheet.  (Photo courtesy of Heritage Auction Archives)                                                                       �
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